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Multi-tracking of general objects and specific faces is an important topic in the field of computer vision applicable

to many branches of industry such as biometrics, security, etc. The rapid development of deep neural networks

has resulted in a dramatic improvement in face recognition and object detection problems, which helps improve the

multiple-face tracking techniques exploiting the tracking-by-detection method. Our proposed method uses face

detection trained with a head dataset to resolve the face deformation problem in the tracking process. Further, we

use robust face features extracted from the deep face recognition network to match the tracklets with tracking

faces using Hungarian matching method. We achieved promising results regarding the usage of deep face features

and head detection in a face tracking benchmark.
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Ⅰ. INTRODUCTION

Visual multiple object tracking (VMOT) in general, and

multiple face tracking (MFT) in particular, are the

fundamental challenges in the field of computer vision

such as face recognition system, face expression, and

eye-gaze tracking, etc. It traces face positions to support

for the specific application to process face information.

However, up to now, the problem meet the challenges in

the wild such as different light conditions, motion blur,

view changes, background blending, and occlusion.

Single face tracking method often uses face observation

model such as the stable skin locus model with

illumination [1], face shape and textures [2] for keeping

track of the face. As the single face tracking, multiple

face tracking shares common challenges with face

observation model in appearance, motion, and other

elements. However, since it traces many faces at the

same time, it has some unique challenges in tracking

process such as identification for the specific face among

many ones, occlusion by the crowd, initialization for new

faces and termination for disappearing objects [3].

Tracking-by-detection [4] has emerged as an important

tracking method to solve these challenges due to the

development of object detection [5, 6]. In the first step, the

object detectors will provide potential object locations in

frame-by-frame, as well as represent the observation

model of object candidates. The second step has the role

to link deformable observation model to correspondent

targets.

Due to the success of deep neural networks in image

classification, object detection, face recognition and so on,

the state-of-the-art methods approach to deep learning to

solve the tracking problems in three main issues:

prediction, feature extraction, data association [7]. These

approaches [8, 9] use VGG-Net [10] pre-trained on

ImageNet as the feature extraction for observation model,

and data association using traditional methods such as

correlation filter, the error minimization between

deformable object features in the successive frames.

MDNet [11] has analyzed the layers in the VGG-Net for

features that are sensitive to placement and classification.

From there, it builds online binary classification to update

the change of object.
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In this paper, we focus on multiple face tracking and

solve two issues. In the first issue, we integrated face

detection and deformable face model by training face

detection network based on head dataset for tracing face

deformation. The head dataset [12] contains the context in

the wild such as school, class, daily activity, and so on.

The second issue on data association solves by robust

face feature extraction based on deep face recognition

system. After that, we use the deep face features and the

Hungarian matching method [13] to associate object

candidates in the current frame to the previous frame.

The main contribution of the paper is three parts.

Firstly, we trained face detection using Single Shot

Multi-Box Detection (SSD) [5] on head dataset for face

detection and deformable trace. Secondly, we apply deep

face features in the deep face recognition system

VGG-Face [14] to extract robust face features. From

there, we use Hungary matching method to link face

candidates at current frame to all previous frames.

Finally, we experimented and evaluated the method with

the good results.

In this paper, we organized the rest consisting of four

parts. In the second part, we describe face detection using

SSD as well as the head dataset. Then, the third part

shows face feature extraction and data association to link

faces between current frame and previous frames. Next,

the four part shows the experiment and the results.

Finally, the conclusions are outlined in the fifth part.

Ⅱ. PROPOSED FACE DETECTION

ALGORITHM

The first problem in this paper is to solve that at

current processing frame, it is necessary to determine the

face candidate locations. Moreover, the method traces the

changes of the specific face during its lifetime. Therefore,

we decide to use object detector based on deep learning

and train on the head dataset suitable with changes over

time.

Common object detection architectures based on

convolutional neural network consists of two part. The

first part is the pre-trained network in image

classification for feature extraction. Next, the second part

is the meta-architecture with feature extractor and

classifier module for outputting object classes and

localizations as Fig.1.

Fig.1. Object detection architecture

We chose SSD [5] due to the advantage of being one of

the strongest algorithms for object detection (as depicted

in Fig.2) next to Faster R-CNN [15], Yolo3 [6]. SSD

directly identifies layers and anchor positions without the

need to perform the classification of proposed regions as

in Faster R-CNN. In addition, we chose the SSD-300 to

meet the accuracy requirements, as well as the success

rate of object detection reasonably in practice.

Fig.2. Speed and accuracy between object detection
algorithms

In particular, the network architecture of the SSD is

firstly to derive Conv5_3 layer from VGG-16 [10] for

extracting object features from the specific subclasses.

Next, the network adds a few layers to the end of the

base network to predict the movements of the original

selections with different sizes and scales as well as their

reliability. Accuracy in object location detection is due to

predicting initial object selections derived from layered

features with different scales and sizes comparing with

corresponding ground-truth positions. Furthermore, SSD

has the advantage in end-to-end solution in training as

well as the ability to switch the speed and accuracy with

many options such as SSD-7, SSD-300, and SSD-500.
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Fig.3. Our proposed tracking method

The head dataset as Fig.4 in the wild will help for face

detector SSD to trace the face changes over time during

the tracking process. It contains many context for daily

activates. Moreover, it contains many faces with many

different poses, occlusion, and crowd.

Fig.4. Head dataset in the wild in SCUT-HEAD Dataset A
[12]

Ⅲ. DATA ASSOCIATION

In data association, we use VGG-Face in DeepFace

Recognition [14] as Fig. 5 for extracting the robust face

features. After that, we proposed our method as Fig.3 for

associating between the current face candidates with

previous faces.

1. Face feature extraction
Next step in tracking algorithm also needs to propose

the robust observation model for faces to link the

corresponding faces in data association. Up to now, face

features from deep face recognition show the success

story in matching faces in face recognition task. In this

paper, we choose the VGG-Face in DeepFace [14] from

Oxford Research Group to extract robust face feature.

Fig.5. Base network architecture based on VGG-16 for
face feature extraction [14]

The based-line network architecture as Fig.5 consists

of four main blocks with feature map size 128, 256, 512,

512. Each block consists of convolution, max-pooling

layers. The network trained on the face dataset includes

2622 identifiers with over two million face images. The

network has two options of soft-max loss and embedding

loss to produce feature size 4096 and 1024 respectively

with corresponding accuracies 97.2% and 99.13%.

In this paper, we use the deep face feature extracted

from the VGG-Face base-line network of DeepFace with

the pre-trained weights of the network, which is

bypassing the final fully connected layer as well as

adding the global average pooling. It will output a

512-dimensional vector of the face model.
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2. Data Association
Our proposed data association in tracking algorithm

based on learning-by-detection use deep face feature and

Hungarian matching described as Fig. 3.

Firstly, the tracking algorithm uses SSD to detect the

face candidates at every frame. This detector is robust

with the changes in the candidates due to training on the

head dataset. Next, the deep face extractor based on

VGG-Face will extract the face feature.

In first frame, the algorithm will initialize the face model

database and add position information and CNN face

features of the current faces detected by SSD. From

second frame, the algorithm will build the cost matrix

between current faces and the faces in face model

database. The weight of face candidate and the faces in

just previous frame will sum of overlapping score and

CNN face feature score using Euclidean distance metric.

Otherwise, the weight only uses CNN face feature score.

Next, the data association will use Hungarian matching

algorithm to associate between the face candidates and

the faces in face model database. The face candidates,

which do not match with any faces model, are new faces

to add into the database.

Ⅳ. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our program is developed in Python and Jupiter Lab

environment. The computer’s configuration is Core

i5-3470, 16GB RAM, Windows 10, and graphics card

GTX 1080 8GB RAM.

1. Face Detection
We performed experiments on SCUT_HEAD Dataset A,

B [12] including two dataset sets. The SCUT_HEAD

Dataset A with 2000 images and 67,321 people is taken in

the context of a university classroom as Fig.6. There are

1,500 images for training and 500 images for testing. The

SCUT_HEAD Dataset B with 2405 images and 43,940

people is in the context in the with from the Internet as

Fig.4. In particular, the SCUT_HEAD Dataset B has 1905

images for training and 500 images for testing.

Fig.6. Head dataset in the wild in SCUT-HEAD Dataset B
[12]

The distribution histogram shows the number of heads

per images in two datasets as Fig.7 and Fig.8 below:

Fig. 7. Histogram of people per image in SCUT-HEAD
Dataset A

Fig. 8. Histogram of people per image in SCUT-HEAD
Dataset B

We train the SSD network with SSD-300 due to the

harmony between the runtime and accuracy of the head

detection.

Training diagram after 128 epochs with an error of

2.8274 in loss as Fig.9.
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Fig. 9. Train and validation loss over epoch

We conducted to test on the validation data of dataset

A and B. The mAP results are 0.513 on the SCUT_HEAD

Dataset A and 0.817 on the SCUT_HEAD Dataset B. The

low result on dataset A is due to a large number of head

people with small size. The high result in dataset B

shows the good performance for the context in the wild.

The result images from face detector is shown in Fig.10

and Fig.11.

Fig.10. The result image in SCUT-HEAD
Testing Dataset A

Fig.11. The result image in SCUT-HEAD
Testing Dataset B

2. Experiment 1: Face Detection

In experiment 1, we use the single face tracking videos

in [16] to evaluate the performance face detection

methods. With these data, we show the performance of

the face detections with face changes during tracking

process.

We use Intersection over Union (IoU) metric for the

corresponding bounding boxes on every frame. The IoU is

metric ratio between the intersection and the union of the

predicted boxes and the ground truth boxes as Fig.12.

Fig.12. Intersection over Union (IoU) metric
The IoU on a video is average of IoU on every frame

with best matching between ground-truth and prediction

bounding boxes. Table 1 shows the performance of the

face detection in paper (SSD Head) compared with

MTCNN [17] and Tiny Face [18] in IoU:

Table 1. Comparison between SSD Head and face
detecion methods for Intersection over Union
metric

No. Input Name MTCNN
Tiny
Face

SSD
Head

1 Freeman1 0.38 0.62 0.6

2 Trellis 0.59 0.68 0.55

3 Girl 0.37 0.62 0.73

4 Man 0.32 0.65 0.81

5 Boy 0.4 0.61 0.76

6 FaceOcc1 0.83 0.5 0.62

7 FleetFace 0.67 0.5 0.79

8 David2 0.26 0.76 0.39

9 Mhyang 0.51 0.84 0.55

10 DragonBaby 0.55 0.5 0.68

11 Dudek 0.75 0.65 0.8

12 FaceOcc2 0.56 0.75 0.47

13 BlurFace 0.49 0.68 0.38

14 Jumping 0.32 0.65 0.49

Average 0.55 0.67 0.61
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No.
Input
Name

MTCNN
Tiny
Face

SSD
Head

1 Freeman1 39.3 8.8 52.8

2 Trellis 32.8 9.0 32.0

3 Girl 71.2 17.9 37.3

4 Man 71.2 17.9 50.1

5 Boy 41.1 1.5 44.2

6 FaceOcc1 30.4 7.4 46.3

7 FleetFace 16.1 3.4 43.8

8 David2 38.6 9.5 52.4

9 Mhyang 41.2 9.7 53.6

10
DragonBa
by

15.6 4.5 38.4

11 Dudek 14.8 3.5 44.2

12 FaceOcc2 41.3 9.8 48.6

13 BlurFace 15.7 3.9 39.7

14 Jumping 32.0 7.7 49.1

Average 33.8 8.3 45.9

The face detection method use SSD [5] trained on

SCUT-HEAD Dataset to show average IoU in the

benchmark videos 0.61, better than MTCNN. Besides,

SSD Head is better than other methods when the face is

obscured by rotation as in Fig. 13.

Fig.13 shows the advantages of SSD Head when the

face is rotation 1800. It also keeps tracking face with the

big change of face. Besides, SSD Head also is better than

Tiny Face and MTCNN in processing time with average

frame per seconds 45.9 as Table 2.

Table 2. Comparison between SSD Head and face
detecion methods for processing time (frame per
second)

3. Experiment 2: Multiple Face Tracking
We uses 6 videos in dataset [19] for multiple face

tracking benchmark as Fig. 14 and Table 3. The videos

are selected with two, three people with rotation and

translation movement. Besides, we use TLD using

Tracking-learning-detection (TLD) [4] to compare with

our proposed method.
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Table 3. The videos in dataset [19]

No. Name Frames Original Names

1 Video 1 478 multiple_camera1.mp4

2 Video 2 474 multiple_camera3.mp4

3 Video 3 486 multiple_head2.mp4

4 Video 4 488 multiple_head3.mp4

5 Video 5 470 multiple_head8.mp4

6 Video 6 448 multiple_head9.mp4

We also use IoU metric matching for every face in

every frame. After that, we calculate average IoU for all

frames in the video. We use TLD method [4] with the

implementation from OpenCV. The result is shown in

Table 4 with mean IoU 0.55 better than TLD method.

Table 4. Comparison between our proposed method and
TLD method for for Intersection over Union metric

No. Input Name OpenCV TLD Our Method

1 Video 1 0.49 0.57

2 Video 2 0.59 0.54

3 Video 3 0.43 0.55

4 Video 4 0.50 0.57

5 Video 5 0.55 0.58

6 Video 6 0.36 0.49

Average 0.49 0.55

Besides, our method takes the real time performance

with average 24.39 frame per second as Table 5.

Table 5. Comparison between our proposed method and
TLD method for for processing time (frame per
second)

No. Input Name OpenCV TLD Our Proposed

1 Video 1 8.66 25.76

2 Video 2 10.99 24.49

3 Video 3 5.92 20.05

4 Video 4 10.08 25.99

5 Video 5 11.21 24.50

6 Video 6 10.25 25.68

Average 9.49 24.39

Ⅴ. CONCLUSION

The paper has applied the deep face feature extracted

from deep face recognition as a metric for matching the

faces in current frame with previous frame. The data

association uses Hungarian method with deep face metric

for linking the faces. The change of face is improved by

SSD object detector trained on the head dataset. We

archive the good results in the experiments.
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